Discover Museum Objects

**Instructions for Adults:** Look at these pictures with your child. Use the prompts to talk about each photo. Encourage your child to discuss what they see in each picture.

**Can you find...**

- A toy guitar?
- A person playing a drum?
- An object that rings?
- Black and red shapes?
- An instrument that needs blown air to make a sound?

**Left:** Toy Guitar. Made by Eileen Jenkins, UA70-53-185.

**Right:** Shaman by James Kivetoruk Moses, UA1972-20-1
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Bell (Russia, 1817). Made by Vasilei Makushkin.

Drum and Stick: Chronicles of Raven by Michael Dangeli, UA2005-023-0003AB

Brass Bugle. Donor: Mrs. Alta M. Garver, UA0599-0005.